The world of mathematical domains is structured hierarchically. There are elementary domains and there are well-known techniques how to build up new domains from existing ones. Which of the domains to view as the actual basis of the hierarchy is the freedom of the mathematician who wants to work with these domains and it depends of course on the intention of their use. The strength of the concept lies, however, in the fact that a new domain is constructed from given domains by well-defined rules, which do not depend on the actually given domains but only rely on certain properties that hold in the given domains, and the construction rules guarantee certain properties for the new domain then.
Introduction
In mathematics there is a rich repertoire of known principles how new mathematical domains can be constructed from existing domains. Applying this technique, one can build up hierarchies of domains starting with some elementary domains in the same spirit like building up theories starting from some axioms. It depends on the intended use of the domains and, of course, also on the personal taste, which domains are chosen to be the elementary domains to form the fundament of the hierarchy. For instance, one can represent "natural numbers" with "zero and the successor function", i.e. as "all objects of the form 0, 0', 0'', 0''', etc." and then give an inductive definition of addition and multiplication based on this representation, call this "the elementary domain of natural numbers", and build up all of mathematics from this starting point. Alternatively, if the basic construction of natural numbers is not in the focus of interest, one can represent "natural numbers" as "built into Mathematica", i.e. as "the objects 0, 1, 2, 3, etc." and define addition and multiplication to be the built-in Mathematica functions "+" ("Plus") and "*" ("Times"), call now this "the elementary domain of natural numbers", and start from this higher level.
Whatever one wants to choose as the point to start from, we want to concentrate on the method, how a new domain can be constructed from some given domain(s). Well known such constructions in mathematics are for instance the cartesian product of two or more domains, the polynomial ring over some domain of coefficients, or the factor structure w.r.t. some congruence relation. The common principle of these constructions is that new objects are constructed from existing objects -the elements in the cartesian product are tuples of elements of the involved domains -and that new operations in the new domain are defined in terms of existing operations on the components of the new objects -the sum of two tuples can be defined to be the tuple containing the sums of corresponding components of the summands. In [Buchberger 96] and [Buchberger 97] the concept of functors was introduced in this context as the common framework to represent abstract domains through the construction rules for new objects together with the definition of operations on these new objects. Concrete domains are either basic domains (predefined Theorema domains like natural numbers or tuples) or they can be produced by application of a functor to an already existing concrete domain.
In Theorema, a (very easy) functor has the form Functor C, any a, b, a1, a2, b1, b2 ,
A functor defined in that way represents an abstract domain C with the following properties: for any a, b, a1, a2, b1, and b2 Using this definition, we can do computations in this new domain "NcN" based on the operations in "the underlying domain ". According to the given definition of the cartesian product, we have a predicate " " and a binary function "+" for objects in the domain "NcN", and we can do computations like We will show in the sequel, how we can build up hierarchies of computational domains using this approach, i.e. how computation can be done in domains that are built up by functors. Moreover, as already sketched in [Tomuta 97], we can use the information contained in a functor in order to structure proofs, i.e. the knowledge about the structure of a domain that is constructed using functors can be helpful in proofs in that domain.
How To Use Functors in Theorema
Functors in Theorema W. Windsteiger
In Theorema, we provide two variants of functors: the first variant -the introduction functoris written in an example in the form Functor C, any a, b, a1, a2, b1, b2 ,
The "reading instruction" for such a functor is as follows:
a domain C, such that, for any a, b, a1, a2, b1, b2
the signature of C consists of a function from C C to C a, b is an element of C iff … a1, b1 C a2, b2 … Note that operations in domains constructed using functors always carry the name of the domain as a subscript. In such a situation, an operation C should be read like "+ in C". This gives the user total control over application of "overloaded operators", since, whenever "+" is used one has to specify from which domain to use the "+".
The second variant of a functor -the extension functor -can be written in the form Functor D, extends C , any a1, a2, b1, b2 ,
where the appropriate "reading instruction" is a domain D that extends the domain C, such that, for any a1, a2, b1, b2
the signature of D consists of a predicate on D D in addition to the operations in C a1, b1
These two variants of a functor differ in the fact that the introduction functor introduces a new data-structure for representing the elements of the new domain, whereas the extension functor uses an already existing data-structure and extends it by some new operations. Thus, they reflect the two main techniques for constructing new domains: introducing a new data-structure together with a membership predicate and some new operations on the new data-structure or extending an existing domain by some new operations.
Moreover, comparing the actual executable text with the informal reading instructions, one can see that the representation of mathematical objects in the Theorema language differs only little from what a mathematician is used to read in a mathematical text.
A "functor expression" (i.e. an expression of the form "Functor[…]", we will, however, often call such an expression simply "a functor") is a term in the language of "Theorema expressions", hence, in a "Theorema standard session" it only makes sense for a functor to occur inside some "Theorema formal text element", in fact, only the "Definition"-environment is capable of handling functors in an appropriate fashion (see [Buchberger 98] 
How Functors are Processed in Theorema
Functors can be used in proving and computing. Both proving and computing are activities that involve a knowledge base that has to be processed accordingly, where, in case of proving, this means to translate the possibly nested knowledge base into a flat list of assumptions (i.e. Theorema formulae), and, in case of computing, this amounts to translate the possibly nested knowledge base into a flat list of Mathematica transformation rules to be applied during evaluation. In both cases the crucial operation is "flattening the nested structure", which will also be the appropriate place for expansion of functors. . Flattening the nested structure is done as a preprocessing step both for proving and computing by the Theorema-command "FlattenKB", which recognizes an option named "ExpandFunctors". Reflecting the possible choices how to process a functor, the values for this option can be either "adjoin" (default) or "replace". Adjoining the domain operations is the choice in proving since in a proof one can benefit from the knowledge about the domain structure that can be extracted from the functor. Furthermore, we do not only want to prove properties of the operations in a domain, but we might want to prove properties of an entire domain itself, e.g. we might want to prove that CartesianProduct , is a vector space. Moreover, from this list of assumptions one can detect that CartesianProduct A, B is a domain constructed by a functor, which can be used in order to call a special prover that is designed for proving properties in functor-defined structures. Typically, this type of knowledge is not relevant for computation, since neither there is a special evaluation technique for operations defined by a functor nor is there the desire to compute CartesianProduct A, B . Thus, for computation we choose to replace the domain definition by the domain operations. internally as C and C , respectively. This will work together neatly with the default evaluation mechanism of Mathematica when we want to use functors in a computational session as well.
Examples: System Demonstration
In this section, we will show, how the concepts described above can be used to built up a hierarchy of domains for doing computations. As an example, we use the domain of multivariate polynomials over some coefficient domain (a similar example is presented in [Buchberger 99]). We represent multivariate polynomials as ordered tuples of monomials, where each monomial is a pair consisting of a coefficient and a power product. Power products are represented as tuples of exponents. The example will show that this approach combines the techniques used in mathematics to elegantly define mathematical domains by well-known constructions with common techniques used in modern programming environments like overloading, inheritance, etc.
We start off with the rationals, which will later be used as the coefficient domain in the construction of the polynomial domain. For deciding membership in the domain of rationals we use the Theorema-predicate "IsRational" and we define the arithmetic operations in such a way that the available operations provided by Mathematica are used. (Note, however, that some basic domains like natural numbers, integer numbers, or rational numbers will be provided as built-in knowledge in Theorema.) Whenever we have an order relation ">" in a domain, we can easily define " ", "<", " " in terms of ">". An extension functor can be used for this purpose. Now we can construct a new domain as the rational numbers extended by the operator variants of ">".
Definition " ",
Operator-Variants Basic-Rationals
Immediately, we can do some easy computations in using this definition as knowledge base. In a Theorema standard session, this is done as follows:
Compute 3 , using Definition " "
True
Compute 0 , using Definition " " 0 Compute 2 5 3, using Definition " " 10 3
Compute 2 5 3, using Definition " "
False
Compute 2 2, using Definition " "
Next, we define exponent tuples over a domain S of length n. In order to be used as power products in the domain of polynomials, we need an order relation ">" on exponent tuples, furthermore, we define a binary predicate " " as "divisibility of exponent tuples". 
The domain from now on denotes the exponent tuples over of length 4.
Definition " ", Exponent-Tuples , 4
Compute 1 , using Definition " "
Compute 10, 1, 2, 11 2, 3, 2, 12 , using Definition " "
True
Compute 2, 3, 2, 13 2, 3, 2, 12 , using Definition " "
The computations with " " and ">" also show the power of the Theorema language: the definitions given with quantifiers appear as they would be written in a mathematical text. However, as long as they have a finite range they can be used in computations immediately.
Monomials can now be defined as pairs of a coefficient and a power product. For carrying on the example, we define to be the domain of monomials over and from above. As expected, we can now compute with monomials.
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As expected, we can now compute with monomials.
Compute 3, 23, 0 , using Definition " "
False

Compute
Definition "Polynomials as Ordered Tuples of Monomials", any M , PolyOTM M Functor P, any m, m1, m2, m, n, n, p, q , 0 : P, : P P P, : P P, : P P P, 1 : P, : P Clear, we have no "<" in the domain " oly", but we can get one if we extend the domain by the operator variants of ">".
Compute 0
oly Operator-Variants oly 3, 3, 0, 1, 3 , 12, 2, 0, 1, 3 , using Definition " oly "
True
Conclusion
Theorema functors provide a way to define new domains in an elegant way. In fact, a functor describes how to construct a new domain from zero or more given domains. The elegance of this concept lies in the combination of mathematical style used in the definitions contained in the functor (quantifiers, logical connectives, etc.) and -at the same time -immediate executability of those operations in the new domain, that are given in an algorithmic way. Compared to objectoriented programming languages, the functor concept is very similar to the "class template" concept of C++, which describe parametrized classes. The functor definition describes the construction of a new domain as much as a class template declaration describes the construction of a new class. On the other hand, application of a functor actually constructs a new domain just like a new class is generated from a class template as soon as the template is instanciated. Whereas instanciation of templates is done at compile-time the evaluation of operations defined by functors is done at run-time. Even more, in order to have more control over evaluation we employ our own evaluation mechanism written in the Mathematica language instead of using Mathematica's built-in evaluator. Due to this, we have enourmous computation times for comparably trivial operations as soon as domains are deply nested. However, for tutorial purposes the Theorema functors can be used nicely to show "how mathematics works". For the future, a compiler for parts of the Theorema language is planned, which can help to speed up such computations significantly.
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